Abstract-During the last decade, researchers have proposed a number of model transformations enabling performance predictions. These transformations map performance-annotated software architecture models into stochastic models solved by analytical means or by simulation. However, so far, a detailed quantitative evaluation of the accuracy and efficiency of different transformations is missing, making it hard to select an adequate transformation for a given context. This paper provides an in-depth comparison and quantitative evaluation of representative model transformations to, e.g., queueing petri nets and layered queueing networks. The semantic gaps between typical source model abstractions and the different analysis techniques are revealed. The accuracy and efficiency of each transformation are evaluated by considering four case studies representing systems of different size and complexity. The presented results and insights gained from the evaluation help software architects and performance engineers to select the appropriate transformation for a given context, thus significantly improving the usability of model transformations for performance prediction.
INTRODUCTION
T O ensure that a software system meets its performance requirements, the ability to predict its performance under different configurations and workloads is highly valuable throughout the system life cycle [1] , [2] . During the design phase, performance prediction helps software architects to evaluate different design alternatives. At deployment time, it facilitates system sizing and capacity planning. During operation, predicting the effect of changes in the workload or in the system configuration helps avoiding performance problems such as long response times or over-utilized resources. Recent performance prediction approaches for component-based architectures often rely on performance-annotated software architecture models (e.g., UML2, AADL), which are transformed into stochastic performance models, e.g., queueing networks (QNs), stochastic Petri nets (SPN), stochastic process algebra (SPA), and then solved to determine performance metrics of interest (e.g., response time or throughput) [2] , [3] , as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The plethora of modeling notations, transformations, and solution tools [2] , [3] make it hard to choose an appropriate performance prediction approach in a given setting. Approaches based on numerical solvers are known to be fast but often limited in expressiveness to adequately model many realistic situations. Approaches based on simulation are known to be more expressive but often have long execution times leading to high prediction overhead. The intuitively perceived trade-offs between prediction accuracy and solution efficiency in state-of-the-art performance analysis tools are currently not well understood due to the lack of indepth quantitative evaluations and comparisons. Trade-off decisions between prediction accuracy and time-to-result are important in scenarios i) where a large problem space needs to be explored or ii ) when the prediction results need to be available within a certain time window.
Existing performance prediction approaches include transformations from UML into for example layered queueing networks (LQNs) [4] , [5] , [6] , stochastic well-formed nets [7] , or stochastic process algebra [8] . Quantitative comparisons of model transformations and/or analysis tools can be found in [9] , [10] , [11] . However, Balsamo et al. [9] do not compare the respective solver execution times, and the comparison conducted by Tribastone et al. [10] , [11] does not involve model transformations as the stochastic performance models are modeled by hand.
We compare existing performance prediction approaches that are based on model transformations from a performance-annotated software architecture model to different analysis techniques (cf. Fig. 2 ). The source model complies to the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [12] , a mature, domain-specific modeling language for the performance prediction of component-based software systems [3] . The comparison involves transformations to established modeling formalisms such as queueing petri nets (QPNs) [13] , [14] and layered queueing networks [15] , [16] as well as different model solving strategies ranging from model simulations to mean-value analysis. We provide an in-depth quantitative evaluation with regard to the trade-offs between prediction accuracy and solution efficiency. Starting with a processbased simulation (PCM2SimuCom [12] ) we compare various model solving approaches (PCM2QPN [14] and PCM2LQNS [16] ) that are expected to gradually improve prediction speed at the expense of prediction accuracy.
As contributions of this paper (i) we reveal the semantic gaps between typical source model abstractions and the different analysis techniques, (ii) we evaluate the effects of the identified semantic gaps on the performance prediction accuracy, (iii) we evaluate the efficiency of each transformation and respective analysis tool in the context of four representative case studies, and (iv) we consolidate the trade-offs between the performance transformations and analysis tools to provide practical guidance on deciding when to use which tool.
The considered architecture-level performance abstractions and analysis techniques serve as representative examples of typical solution techniques used in practice for performance prediction. The case studies were chosen to cover different modeling features as well as different types of systems in terms of size and complexity. The presented results and insights help software architects and performance engineers to select an appropriate model transformation and solution approach for a given context.
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 first introduces typical elements of a performance-annotated software architecture model. Section 3 introduces the transformations and describes the semantic gaps between target and source model. Our evaluation and comparison of the different analysis methods is presented in Section 4 and discussed in detail in Section 5. After reviewing related work in Section 6, we conclude the paper by giving an outlook on future research activities.
PERFORMANCE-ANNOTATED SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE MODEL
Architecture-level performance modeling languages are powerful tools to describe the performance-influencing factors of a software system in a concise way. Since the architecture is reflected, component resource demands, performancerelevant component control flow and its dependence on service input parameters can be directly modeled [2] , [3] . We summarize the main concepts of a performanceannotated software architecture model by means of the Palladio Component Model [12] . It is a mature modeling language for model-driven quality analysis of componentbased software architectures [3] and has been used in a number of industry-relevant case studies [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Currently supported quality predictions include performance, reliability, and maintenance costs, however, in this paper the focus is on performance modeling.
The performance behavior of a component-based software system is a result of the assembled components' performance behavior. In order to capture the behavior and resource consumption of a component, the following four factors are taken into account. First, the component's implementation affects its performance. Additionally, a component may depend on external services whose performance has to be considered as well. Furthermore, both the way a component is used, i.e., its usage profile, and its execution environment are taken into consideration.
PCM models are divided into five sub-models: The repository model consists of interface and component specifications. A component specification defines which interfaces the component provides and requires. A component may be either a basic (i.e., atomic) component or a composite component. A composite component may contain several child component instances assembled with connectors that link required interfaces to provided interfaces. For each provided service, a basic component specification refers to an abstract description of the service's internal behavior denoted as ResourceDemandingServiceEffectSpecification (RDSEFF). The system model describes how component instances from the repository are assembled to build an entire system. The resource environment model specifies the execution environment in which the system is deployed. The allocation model describes the mapping of component instances from the system model to resource containers defined in the resource environment. The usage model describes the user behavior. It captures the services that are called, the frequency (workload intensity) and order in which they are invoked, and the input parameters passed to them.
We go into detail how PCM allows us to model service behavior with RDSEFFs. An RDSEFF captures the control flow and resource consumption of a component's service implementation depending on its input parameters passed upon invocation. The control flow is abstracted capturing only performance-relevant actions. As control flow constructs, there are branches, loops, forks with and without a synchronization barrier as well as acquire/release actions for semaphores. An example of an RDSEFF for a service execute(int number, List array) is shown in Fig. 3 . The RDSEFF starts with an ExternalCallAction to a required service, followed by an InternalAction and a BranchAction with two BranchTransitions. The first BranchTransition contains a LoopAction whose body consists of another ExternalCallAction. The second BranchTransition contains a further ExternalCallAction. The performance-relevant behavior of the service is parameterized with service input parameters. Whether the first or second BranchTransition is called depends on the value of service input parameter number. This parameter dependency is specified explicitly as a branching condition. Similarly, the loop iteration count of the LoopAction is modeled to be equal to the number of elements of the input parameter array. PCM also allows to define parameter dependencies stochastically. For instance, branching conditions can be replaced with branching probabilities. Furthermore, the distribution of a loop iteration count can be described with a probability mass function (PMF), e.g., IntPMF[(9;0.2) (10;0.5) (11;0.3)]. Then, the loop body would be executed nine times with a probability of 0.2, 10 times with a probability of 0.5, and 11 times with a probability of 0.3.
Throughout this paper a simplified customer relationship system (CRM) will serve as a running example to explain both the model notations and the transformations. Fig. 4 depicts this CRM system as a PCM model in a compact UML-like notation. The components Customer Service and Marketing System offer the operations IUser.ProvideService and ISales.Query, respectively, and are deployed on separate nodes Application Server 1 and Application Server 2, respectively. The third component offers two services IDBStats.Get and IDBQuery.Update and is deployed on a separate Database Server node. The RDSEFFs (activity diagrams) show the control flow of the respective operations and their resource demands. The processing rates of the three server nodes are shown as annotations.
Finally, the system usage model is indicated by the annotated use case actors with respective workload specifications. Notice that the model is simplified for illustration purposes and neglects several PCM concepts, such as passive resources, component parameters, or composite components.
COMPARING MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS
We ask for a performance prediction that is both accurate and fast. We denote the prediction accuracy as the degree to which the prediction reflects the model. Prediction accuracy should not be confused with model accuracy or model representativeness. Thus, in this paper, an accurate prediction does not mean a prediction that conforms to the modeled system, it means a prediction that conforms to the source model.
We compare model transformations that map performance-annotated software architecture models to different analysis models solved by simulation or analytical techniques. We describe the semantic gaps between typical source model abstractions and different analysis approaches based on existing PCM model transformations [12] , [14] , [16] . Having the semantic gaps identified and assessed, we evaluate their impact on the prediction accuracy and time-to-result in Section 4.
Starting with a process-based simulation which serves as the reference solver, we present various model solving approaches that are expected to gradually improve prediction speed at the expense of prediction accuracy.
PCM2SimuCom
SimuCom [12] is PCM's reference solver, which supports the full range of PCM concepts. It is based on a transformation of the PCM instance to a process-based discrete-event simulation. The latter simulates the users specified in PCM usage model and derives performance metrics, such as response times, throughput, and utilization. Technically, PCM2SimuCom is a model-to-text transformation, which maps PCM models into Java code. This code is loaded by SimuCom and executed during a simulation run. Due to its full support of PCM features, we use SimuCom throughout this paper as reference solver.
Solving Parameter Dependencies
Modeling parameter dependencies means describing the performance-relevant behavior of a service's implementation depending on its input parameters passed upon service invocation. With common performance modeling formalisms such as queueing networks, (i) it is not possible to annotate individual requests with a payload, e.g., parameter settings, and (ii) it is not possible to re-calculate model parameters such as resource demands with, e.g., arithmetic expressions on-the-fly at solving time. Parameter dependencies can thus not be directly translated to such modeling formalisms.
However, such modeling formalisms often come with mature model solving tools. Therefore, we apply a preprocessing step to allow using already existing, established solver tools. The pre-processing step aims at resolving parameter dependencies before model solving. Starting with the usage model, the parameter settings are propagated through the behavior descriptions. As a result of the preprocessing step we denote as Dependency Solving, the model parameter descriptions are characterized with probability distributions but independent of service input parameters.
To illustrate the step of dependency solving, we provide an example in Fig. 5 . The figure shows the RDSEFF of Fig. 3 after the pre-processing step. Using parameter settings provided in the Context when calling the RDSEFF's service, branch conditions and loop iteration numbers are replaced with expressions that do not refer to parameters anymore. In the example, the two branch transitions get assigned a probability, the loop iteration number is replaced with the concrete number of array elements. Parameter dependencies may not only occur on branch probabilities or loop counts, but also on resource demands, and even propagated parameters supplied to other components. After pre-processing, the model contains concrete resource demands, branch probabilities, and loop counts. It is thus ready to be transformed as if it were a monolithic (i.e., not componentbased) model. Note that the full simulation SimuCom does not require the dependency solver, because it inserts the necessary parameter values during the simulation run. This comes at the cost that SimuCom must calculate parameter dependencies on-the-fly.
Semantic Gap
The parameter propagation makes a simplification regarding dependencies between stochastic variables. Subsequent uses of the same variable are treated as they were independent but should be stochastically dependent. This leads to only partial support of parameter dependencies for the solving approaches other than SimuCom. In the evaluation in Section 4.2, we discuss an example.
PCM2QPN
While SimuCom (cf. Section 3.1) provides accurate results, the simulation is not optimized towards time-to-result of the prediction. In this section, we present PCM2QPN, a model transformation from PCM models to queueing petri nets.
We use queueing petri nets since they are a general-purpose modeling formalism that has been shown to lend itself well to modeling and analyzing the performance of distributed systems [22] , [23] , [24] . As a combination of queueing networks and colored generalized stochastic petri nets (CGSPNs), QPNs can easily model hardware contention and scheduling strategies as well as software contention, simultaneous resource possession, synchronization, blocking, and asynchronous processing. A mature and highly optimized simulation engine (SimQPN, which is part of the queueing petri net modeling environment (QPME) [25] ) is available. Employing QPNs and SimQPN, compared to SimuCom, we expect a faster performance prediction to the price of only minor inaccuracies. Fig. 6 shows the notation used for QPNs. There are ordinary places, queueing places, transitions and so-called subnet places that contain nested QPNs. While ordinary places, transitions and transition modes correspond to the places of CGSPNs, a queueing place is a combination of a queue (service station) and a place. The behavior of a queueing place is as follows: tokens, when fired into a queueing place by any of its input transitions, are inserted into the queue according to the queue's scheduling strategy. The time tokens spend in the queue includes the time spent waiting for service and the time receiving service which depends on the queue's service time distribution. While residing in the queue, tokens are not available for output transitions of the queueing place. After completion of its service at the queue, a token is immediately moved to the depository, where it becomes available for output transitions of the place. The rest of a QPN behaves like a normal CGSPN. A more detailed treatment of the subject and formal definitions can be found in [13] . Queueing places are normally used to model system resources such as CPUs, disk drives, or network links. Ordinary places are used to implement semaphore and blocking semantics required to model, e.g., thread pools. Tokens in the QPN are used to model requests or transactions processed by the system. Tokens can be distinguished by their color. Thus, token colors are typically used to map request classes. However, note that individual tokens have no identity and the order of tokens is not defined in QPNs.
Queueing Petri Nets

Transformation and Semantic Gaps
Transforming performance-annotated software architecture models to QPNs requires a pre-processing step to resolve parameter dependencies as described in Section 3.2. Fig. 7 shows an excerpt of the transformed running example that employs a limited number of mapping elements. Together with a specification of a closed workload, it shows how the service behavior for IUser.ProvideService of the running example is transformed to a QPN. The service behavior mapping for IDBQuery.Update referenced in one of the branches within ProvideService is represented by a subnet place. The branch itself is implemented by a transition with one transition mode for each branch. The transition mode is weighted with the corresponding branch probability. The example further shows that a new color is used each time a service call is traversed. Details of the mapping of PCM to QPN can be found in [14] , [26] . In the following we focus on the semantic gaps between the source model and the QPN mappings on a conceptual level.
Loops. A loop action in usage scenarios or service behaviors can be described by a child behavior that is iterated multiple times. The loop iteration number can be described as integer constant, or more general, as an integer type probability mass function (IntPMF) where each possible loop iteration count n i 2 fn 1 ; . . . ; n l g & N is specified with a probability p i 2 fp 1 ; . . . ; p l g & R !0 . Thus, there are l 2 N different loop iteration counts. Place Loop-Inner-ColorCode is intended to save the color code c i while the loop body behavior is processed. Transition Loop-Inner-Exit takes a token of color s from LoopBehavior and a token of color c i from place Loop-Inner-ColorCode, and puts a token of color c i in place Loop-Depository. Transition Loop-Exit takes a token from place Loop-Depository and decides based on token color c i if the loop body is iterated again (putting a token of color c i back to the LoopPool) or if the loop is terminated (putting a token of color s back to the SourceBehavior). The decision can be made based only on the color code c i . Different tokens of the same color code cannot be distinguished. This is why it cannot be guaranteed that the loop is processed exactly n i times. Instead, the loop iteration counts are handled probabilistically. For a token of color code c i , the Loop-Exit transition terminates the loop with a probability of 1=n i and reenters the loop with a probability of 1 À ð1=n i Þ. The decision whether the loop is re-entered thus behaves like a Bernoulli random variable. Therefore, the number of iterations until the loop is left is geometrically distributed with an expected value of n i . The limitation is that for an individual request the number of times the internal behavior is executed does not necessarily equal n i . An alternative mapping of loops to QPNs is presented in [14] , however, it shares the intrinsic limitation of QPN that individual tokens cannot be distinguished.
Forks with synchronization barrier. The second row of Fig. 8 shows the mapping of M synchronous respectively N asynchronous fork actions to QPNs. Both actions can be described with a number of M respectively N ForkedBehaviors. A synchronous fork action ends at a SynchronizationPoint. Mapped to QPNs, there are three transitions. ForkAction-Split consumes a token from the predecessor subnet and creates a token in each of the M þ N child behavior subnets. ForkAction-ConsumeAsynchronous consumes tokens from the N asynchronous child behavior subnets, but does not create any new tokens. ForkAction-Join-Synchronous waits until a token is available in each of the M synchronous child behavior subnets. It then consumes all of them and creates a new token in the successor subnet. When M ¼ 0, a dummy ordinary place is created for the synchronized client behavior subnet to prevent the request from getting lost. A limitation applies to the mapping of synchronized forked behavior. The synchronization of multiple subrequests generated by a single parent request cannot be represented in a semantically equivalent fashion using QPN constructs. Individual tokens carry no identity and thus, transition ForkAction-Join-Synchronous cannot decide for tokens in the synchronous child behavior subnets whether or not the tokens belong to the same parent request, i.e., if the correct sub-requests are synchronized. The tokens are consumed without considering their parent request, possibly introducing an error.
In summary, besides the inaccuracies introduced by the dependency solver, the QPN mappings of both loops and synchronized forks introduce differences in model semantics.
PCM2QPN-MV
SimQPN allows the simulation using model parameters characterized with empirical distributions, and can provide prediction results as distributions. However, this comes at the cost of prediction speed, since each request has to be logged during simulation. In this section we describe PCM2QPN-MeanValue (PCM2QPN-MV). PCM2QPN-MV is based on transformation PCM2QPN (cf. Section 3.3) but uses SimQPN-MV as simulator. SimQPN-MV is a variant of SimQPN that limits the simulation to collect only statistics necessary for estimating the mean values of the considered metrics without any information on their probability distribution. Due to the reduced logging overhead during simulation, we expect PCM2QPN-MV to be significantly faster than PCM2QPN.
Transformation and Semantic Gaps
Instead of logging token residence time statistics at each ordinary place and queueing place, SimQPN-MV introduces measurement places. Measurement places are ordinary places that are connected in parallel to service behavior subnets. They collect only statistics about mean token population N and mean token departure rate X. Using Little's Law N=X [27] , the mean token residence time in the measurement place can then be obtained. This equals to the mean response time of the connected service behavior.
Probability distributions. If average metrics such as average service response times are sufficient, PCM2QPN-MV is a valid alternative to derive performance predictions. Thus, if percentiles such as the 90th percentile of a response time are of interest, PCM2QPN-MV is not appropriate. Furthermore, skewness or multi-modality of probability distributions remain undetected.
PCM2LQN
In order to further improve prediction speed, we apply an analytical solving method providing mean values. To this end, we transform to layered queueing networks [28] , [29] . There is an analytical solver available called LQNS that is based on an enhanced version of the Method of Layers [30] solution algorithm that internally relies on the Linearizer approximative Mean Value Analysis (MVA) algorithm including M/M/n queues.
Layered Queueing Networks
In addition to the elements of plain queueing networks, LQNs model software entities and their communication explicitly in a hierarchical structure. An LQN (cf. example in Fig. 9 ) is an acyclic graph and consists of processors (circles) and tasks (parallelograms). Processors model hardware entities such as CPUs, hard disks, or networks. Tasks model software entities, such as components, application servers, databases, threads, or buffers. Tasks are arranged in a layered hierarchy, where tasks from upper layers may send requests to tasks from lower layers. Both processors and tasks contain a request queue, from which they serve waiting requests according to a specific scheduling discipline (e.g., FCFS or Processor Sharing). A task can contain multiple entries modeling the services provided by the software entity. Entries either directly specify a resource demand to the underlying processor of the tasks, or include a control flow graph containing multiple activities that issue such demands. Both entries and activities can also make calls to the entries of tasks at lower layers of the LQNs. The control flow graphs for activities support sequences, branches, loops, and forks.
Transformation and Semantic Gaps
Analog to QPNs, transforming performance-annotated software architecture models to LQNs requires a pre-processing step to resolve parameter dependencies as previously described in Section 3.2. Fig. 10 shows a part of the transformed running example in detail. Service behavior IUser. ProvideService, directly invoked from the Customer usage scenario, is mapped into an LQN task with a task activity graph. For each resource demanding action and resource type, the transformation creates an activity that synchronously calls a task running on the corresponding LQN processor with the corresponding resource demand. The tasks created for service behaviors itself run on dummy LQN processors. Control flow constructs such as sequences or branches can be mapped to their counterparts in LQN task graphs. For example, the branch DbUpdate is annotated with probabilities 0.8 and 0.2 in Fig. 10 . Calls to other services such as the call to IDBQuery.Update are transformed into an LQN activity with zero host demand and a synchronous call to the task representing the called service. A detailed description of the transformation can be found in [16] .
Both simulator SimQPN and analytical solver LQNS abstract away from individual request semantics and use request class semantics instead. For example, it is still known which service each request originated from, but two such requests cannot be distinguished any further.
Loops. Although LQN activity graphs support loops, these loops may only contain a sequence of activities, but not, e.g., branches or nested loops. Therefore, PCM2LQN creates a new LQN task for each loop body. Within this task, the LQN can include arbitrary behavior. The task created for the loop body is called as often as the specified number of loop iterations. If the number of loop iterations is specified with a probability mass function, PCM2LQN uses its expected value for the number of calls to the loop body task. Since analytical solver LQNS provides only mean-value predictions, mapping to the average loop iteration number is sufficient when solving using LQNS.
Forks with synchronization barrier. Because LQNs do not contain individual request semantics, LQNS uses an approximation to estimate the join delays of synchronous fork and join actions [29, Section 4.2] .
Flexible parameter characterizations. Both SimQPN-MV and LQNS provide only mean value predictions, however, with LQNS, all model parameters have to be defined as exponential distributions. Thus, the diverse probability distributions of the input model are reduced to their mean values. Model parameters include inter-arrival times of open workloads, think times of closed workloads, loop iteration numbers and resource demands.
Blocking behavior. Blocking behavior that corresponds to the layer structure of an LQN can be captured by using the multiplicity of a task. Thus, a task can represent software resources such as threads of control or buffers [29, Section 2.3] . LQNS cannot handle cases where the acquire and release steps are performed by different tasks [31] . Using the transformation PCM2LQN, a task represents either a service behavior, a loop body or a resource demanding action. Thus, if an acquire action and the corresponding release action reside in different service behaviors or are not within the same loop body, the blocking behavior is not captured.
Impact of Semantic Gaps on Prediction Accuracy
We identified various semantic gaps between target and source model of the presented transformation-based approaches. Table 1 shows an overview, it summarizes which prediction approach supports which modeling feature. While SimuCom provides full support for all mentioned modeling features, SimQPN provides only partial support of synchronous forks and joins, loops as well as parameter dependencies. SimQPN-MV additionally does not return response time distributions. LQNS only partially supports blocking behavior and requires model parameters such as resource demands and inter-arrival times to be exponentially distributed.
In this section, we investigate the individual semantic gaps and assess their effects on the accuracy of performance predictions. The effects depend on the semantic gap itself compared to the source model, the selected analysis method (SimuCom, SimQPN, SimQPN-MV, LQNS), and the performance metrics of interest. We distinguish performance metrics for service calls and metrics for resources. For service calls, we consider end-user metric types such as response time and throughput. For resources, we consider their utilization. While throughput and utilization are characterized 
Because the impact of the semantic gaps on the prediction accuracy typically depends on the involved response time distributions, it is hard to quantify the introduced inaccuracies in a closed form. However, per semantic gap we describe relevant attributes and provide hints that help to assess their impact. Loops. The semantic gap induced by a loop does not affect mean-value metrics. However, if SimQPN is chosen as analysis method, the prediction accuracy of response time distributions may be affected. Note that SimQPN-MV as well as the analytical solver LQNS do not support the prediction of response time distributions.
Let the random variable X for the loop iteration number be described by an integer type probability mass function where each possible loop iteration count n i 2 fn 1 ; . . . ; n l g & N is specified with a probability p i 2 fp 1 ; . . . ; p l g & R !0 , i.e., PrðX ¼ n i Þ ¼ p i . Then the transformation to QPNs as described in Section 3.3 leads to a loop with random variable X 0 for the loop iteration number, where
where
is the probability for the geometrically distributed loop iterations numbers n i resulting from the transformation to QPNs. Comparing X and X 0 can reveal to what extent a loop affects the response time distribution. However, a concrete deviation cannot be quantified without knowing the response time distribution of the loop body. Let f loopbody be the probability density function (PDF) of the loop body response time, then the PDF of the loop response time f loop is computed as
where Ã denotes the convolution of PDFs, and N is a limit for the highest considered loop iteration number. In the evaluation in Section 4.2, we evaluate the deviation introduced by a loop in a typical prediction scenario and provide a sensitivity analysis concerning different loop iteration numbers. Forks with synchronization barrier. The semantic gap induced by a fork with synchronization barrier may affect the accuracy of response time predictions, if SimQPN, SimQPN-MV or LQNS are used as analysis method. The extent of the error depends on the number of forked behaviors and their individual response time variability. As a rule of thumb, the higher the response time variability of the forked behaviors, the higher the probability that requests in a forked behavior may "overtake" previous requests in the same forked behavior and introduce an error. However, a quantification of the deviation highly depends on the shape of the involved distributions and thus cannot be provided [29] . An example of such a deviation is provided in Section 4.2 in a typical prediction scenario.
Parameter dependencies. The semantic gap induced by treating subsequent uses of the same variable as they were independent but should be stochastically dependent may affect the accuracy of response time predictions, throughput predictions and resource utilization predictions. The gap is introduced by the pre-processing step that resolves parameter dependencies, and thus occurs when SimQPN, SimQPN-MV or LQNS are applied. An example is a branch whose branching condition depends on a random variable that is also used in the branching behavior. The extent of the prediction error cannot be quantified without knowledge about the involved conditional probability distribution.
Flexible parameter characterizations. The semantic gap induced by LQNS' restriction of using only exponential distributions as parameter characterizations may affect the accuracy of response time predictions. If the resource demand distributions deviate from exponential distributions, or the inter-arrival time of an open workload or the think time of a closed workload deviates from an exponential distribution, the predicted response time average is affected as well as the maximal throughput. The induced prediction inaccuracies may have a significant impact, the extent of the prediction error depends on the shape of the actual distributions that are approximated by exponential distributions, as well as on the waiting time at the involved processing resources. In the evaluation in Section 4.2, we evaluate the deviation introduced by the approximation in several scenarios with varying parameter characterizations and varying load levels.
Blocking behavior. The semantic gap induced by ignoring certain acquire and release actions when using PCM2LQN and LQNS may affect the accuracy of response time predictions, throughput predictions and resource utilization predictions. If a passive resource represents a bottleneck in the investigated workload scenario and corresponding acquire and release actions are ignored, the semantic gap leads to an error. A concrete quantification of the deviation cannot be provided.
In the next section, on the hand, we evaluate the effect of the individual semantic gaps on the prediction accuracy in several scenarios, on the other hand, we evaluate the timeto-result of the presented prediction approach in representative case studies.
EVALUATION
In this section we first introduce our evaluation goals (Section 4.1). Then we investigate the effects of the identified semantic gaps (Section 4.2). In Section 4.3, we present several case studies to provide end-to-end evaluations of the different model transformations.
Evaluation Goals
In order to evaluate and compare the advantages and disadvantages of the model transformations and solution techniques introduced in this paper, we ask the following questions:
To what extent do the semantic gaps influence the accuracy of performance predictions? What is the efficiency of each transformation and respective analysis tool?
To evaluate the first question we compare (a) the performance predictions obtained using the various transformations to different target models with (b) the respective reference results obtained using a complete simulation of the original source model. As source model we use PCM (cf. Section 2). For our experiments we use SimuCom's results as a reference since, due to the use of simulation techniques, it is the only solver that supports the full PCM meta-model. This is in contrast to using measurements on the real system as reference which is used to evaluate model accuracies. However, we want to compare the accuracy of the different transformation-based analysis tools independent of the considered models' accuracies themselves.
A metric to evaluate the second question is the execution time for each transformation and analysis tool chain. For the simulation-based solvers SimuCom and SimQPN, in order to ensure a fair comparison, the respective simulation times and confidence intervals are aligned.
A quantitative comparison of the transformations introduced in this paper to related transformation-based approaches is not in the scope of our evaluation. Other transformations are either not intended for componentbased systems or lack stable implementations for a fair comparison (cf. Section 6). We also do not validate the benefit of component-based modeling here, which has been demonstrated in previous publications (e.g., [12] ).
Semantic Gaps
For each semantic gap between the different transformation-based prediction approaches as they are shown in Table 1 , we investigate a typical prediction scenario to assess the semantic gap's effect on the prediction accuracy. Fig. 11 shows a behavior specification of a service named sendOrdersToManufacturing. An order consisting of multiple line items is sent to the manufacturing domain. After a short pre-processing step (an internal action), the service loops through the list of line items and sends them separately to manufacturing. The example is an adapted newOrder service of the SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark 1 (cf. Section 4.3.1). The loop iteration number is described by a PMF. With a probability of 0.3, the loop iterates 2 times. Loop counts 3 and 4 have a probability of 0.1 respectively 0.2, 5 loop counts have a probability of 0.4. While SimuCom is able to simulate exactly the given PMF, SimQPN introduces inaccuracies because of the geometric distribution of the individual loop iteration numbers in the transformed QPN (cf. Section 3.3). In Fig. 12 , we see the PMF obtained using SimuCom in the left diagram. The right diagram shows the PMF of loop iteration numbers when using SimQPN. It is more spread out compared to the original PMF. Note that the resulting average of loop iteration numbers is 3.7, it is the same for both SimuCom and SimQPN. Fig. 13 and Table 2 compare the response time predictions for service sendOrdersToManufacturing derived with SimuCom respectively SimQPN. As expected, the predicted average response times are comparable. However, the response time distribution is more spread out with SimQPN than with SimuCom although in the example the exponentially distributed resource demands tend to smooth the differences of the predictions. As shown in Table 2 , the 90th and 95th percentile response times are significantly higher than the reference values derived with SimuCom.
Loops
Furthermore, we conducted a sensitivity analysis concerning the loop iteration number distribution and the response time distribution of the loop body. Table 3 shows the results. We used the same service behavior model (see Fig. 11 ) but varied the distribution of the loop iteration numbers as well as the resource demand of the loop body. First, we analyzed the relative prediction error when changing the specification of loop iteration number to IntPMF [(5;1.0)] or IntPMF[(10;1.0)], i.e., the loop should iterate always 5 or 10 times, respectively. The relative prediction error of the response time percentiles is significantly higher in the case of the higher loop iteration number. This is because the difference between original loop iteration number distribution and approximated distribution (cf. Eq. (1)) grows with the number of loop iterations. Second, we analyzed the relative prediction error when changing the resource demand distribution of the loop body. Instead of an exponential distribution we assumed a normal distribution with the same mean of 2 ms and a standard deviation of 0.1, i.e., the normal distribution is less smooth than the exponential distribution. The results show that the relative prediction error of the response time percentiles is significantly higher with the normal distribution. This is because the multiple convolution of the loop body distribution in SimQPN (cf. Eq. (3)) leads to a smoothing and widening of the resulting distribution, while SimuCom directly processes the normal distribution.
Forks with Synchronization Barrier
To analyze the semantic gap when modeling forks with a synchronization barrier, we describe an illustrative example. time predictions of SimuCom and SimQPN, we run a closed workload with a low resource utilization level (the resource demand of the internal action of 5ms thus translates into a response time of 5 ms). As expected, SimuCom returns an average response time of ð10 ms þ 5 msÞ=2 ¼ 7:5 ms for the overall fork action. SimQPN however returns an average response time of 5:9 ms with 10 concurrent users. In the transformed QPN, since individual tokens carry no identity, the synchronization barrier cannot distinguish (cf. Section 3.3) if two sub-requests stem from the same parent request or not. Thus, requests in the forked behavior with the branch may "overtake" previous requests in that forked behavior and thereby introduce an error.
Parameter Dependencies
When resolving parameter dependencies to probability distributions as described in Section 3.2, subsequent uses of the same variable are treated as they were independent but should be stochastically dependent. In the following we investigate the performance-relevant behavior of a timeconsuming computation. The resource demand for the computation depends on a parameter X, more specifically, the resource demand is estimated to be 100 ms times the value of X. The service implementation illustrated in Fig. 15 does a lookup in a hashtable for small values of X (values smaller than 100) and triggers the computation only for large values of X (values greater or equal to 100). In the example, the value of X is characterized with a PMF. Parameter X has values of 10 and 50 with a probability of 0.7 respectively 0.2, and a value of 150 with a probability of 0.1. We run a closed workload in a scenario with a low resource utilization. Because there are no waiting times, the resource demands of the internal actions directly translate to response times. Using SimuCom we obtain an average service response time of 1500:9 ms as expected. SimQPN however returns an average service response time of 320:9 ms. This is because the resource demand of the internal action in the branch transition for values greater or equal 100 is only approximated. The PMF of input parameter X is directly used to characterize the internal action's resource demand without considering the branch condition. The resource demand distribution is characterized with IntPMF [(1000;0.7)(5000;0.2)(15000;0.1)] instead of the conditional probability distribution which is IntPMF [(15000)]. Solving parameter dependencies without considering subsequent uses of the same variable thus can lead to notable prediction errors.
Response Time Distributions
Restricting the analysis to mean value metrics obviously can be misleading as shown in Fig. 16 for the Media Store (cf. Section 4.3.1). Considering only the mean response time of 1.31 seconds, we omit all information about the complex underlying probability distribution.
Flexible Parameter Characterizations
With LQNS, all model parameters such as inter-arrival times, think times, and resource demands have to be defined as exponential distributions. All probability distributions of the input model are thus characterized only with their mean values. This reduction has an impact on the accuracy of mean response time predictions. For the evaluation of the impact, we consider a two-tier system as described in the following. An application running on an application server provides a service called processOrder. The service is processed at the application server tier and then delegated to the database. The application server and the database server are each represented by a M/M/1 queue with processor sharing as scheduling discipline. In the following, we only consider the application server since it is the bottleneck resource. We investigate a usage scenario where service processOrder is called in an open workload. We varied the distribution of the request inter-arrival time as well as the distribution of the service resource demand at the application server. The mean of the inter-arrival time is 1/15 seconds (corresponding to a high load scenario) or 1/3 seconds (corresponding to a low load scenario). For the evaluation, the inter-arrival time distribution is modeled either as exponential distribution, or as normal distribution of the same mean and a standard deviation of 0.01. Furthermore, the service resource demand at the application server is modeled either as exponential distribution with a mean of 50 ms, or as normal distribution of the same mean and a standard deviation of 0.01. Table 4 shows the results of LQNS compared to the reference solver SimuCom. The higher the waiting times at the processing resources, the higher the influence of the approximated parameter characterizations and thus the higher the response time prediction error. The accuracy of resource utilization predictions is not affected. Furthermore, deviations in the inter-arrival time distribution led to higher prediction errors than deviations in the resource demand distribution. The highest prediction error is observed in the high load scenario, where both inter-arrival time and service resource demand deviate from exponential distributions.
Case Studies
In this section we provide end-to-end evaluations of the different model transformations in various case studies.
The
Systems under Study
To increase the evaluation's external validity, we applied the model transformations to four distributed, component-based systems. They represent different domains, such as enterprise systems, web applications, and industrial automation:
Media store is a plain Java web application for storing and retrieving audio or video files using a MySQL database. The model reflects a use case where a digital watermark is added to downloaded files for copy protection. The model contains a hard disk resource, which is accessed when retrieving files. Resource demands for the Media Store RDSEFFs have been measured using manual instrumentation of the Java implementation [12] . SPECjEnterprise2010 is an industry-standard benchmark designed to measure the performance of application servers conforming to the Java EE 5.0 or later specifications. It is modeled after an automobile manufacturer, where dealers place customer orders or interact with suppliers. The system is implemented as a Java Enterprise application deployed on two servers using an Oracle database. Resource demands have been determined using an estimation technique based on measured response times and resource utilization [19] . Process control system (PCS) is a distributed system to manage industrial processes, such as power generation, oil refinement, or pulp and paper processing. The model focuses on the server-side part of the system, which is implemented in C++ using Microsoft technologies. It features four usage scenarios, for example for transferring sensor data or managing alarm events. Resource demands were determined using the Windows Performance Monitor [18] . Business reporting system (BRS) is loosely modeled after a management information system formerly analyzed at Carlton University [32] . The analyzed configuration comprises two usage scenarios, nine components, and four servers. Users can retrieve live business data from the system and run statistical analyses. Resource demands of the BRS are based on estimations. To better highlight differences of the analysis tools, we analyze two workload scenarios. Scenario 1 has a constant inter-arrival time of 1 second (abbr. cons1), while Scenario 2 has an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time with mean value of 1 second (abbr. Exp (1)). Fig. 17 shows a component deployment view of each model. Each modeled component may include multiple RDSEFFs which are not shown here for brevity. The complete models can be retrieved from our website. 2 The models range from small size (e.g., Media Store) to large size (e.g., PCS) to demonstrate the scalability of the transformations and analysis tools. Table 5 shows a number of model complexity metrics. The number of calls, branches, and loops refer to the number of entities that are instantiated during the model traversal of both the usage model and the system assembly.
To give the reader an idea of the performance analysis models generated by the transformations, Fig. 18 illustrates the generated LQN model for the BRS. Furthermore, Table 6 compares the size and complexity of the generated LQN and QPN models for the various modeled systems. These models are hidden from the user and the performance metrics resulting from the analysis can be retrieved without knowing the details of each modeling notation.
Experiments
All experiments executing the transformations and analysis tools on the case study models were conducted using Eclipse Galileo 3.5.2 with the following features installed: EMF 2.5.0, Eclipse QVT Operational 2.01, PCM 3.2 Development Build, QPME 1.5.2 Development Build. The system and hardware configuration included: Microsoft Windows XP, JDK 1.6.0 (Update 26), Intel Core2 Duo CPU T9500 at 2.6 GHz. LQNS was available in version 4.1.
For the simulation analyses, we used the same number of measurements for each case study to achieve comparable results. Of the available simulation methods offered by QPME/SimQPN [25] , the batch means method was used for all simulation runs, which is the standard method recommended by SimQPN. For LQNS, the default settings were used: convergence = 0.00001, iteration Limit = 50, and underrelaxation = 0.5. Table 7 shows the prediction results for the different analysis tools. The table shows response times, throughputs, and resource utilization for each case study system. For simulation-based solvers, point estimates of the considered metrics are shown. All results were very stable with the variation of reported metrics from multiple simulation runs being negligible. The accuracy of the transformations and analysis tools can be derived from the columns labelled 'relDiff', which include the percentaged deviation of each performance metric from the reference metric provided by SimuCom. Performance metrics with a deviation higher than +/À15 percent from the reference [33] , [34] ), up to 30 percent response time prediction errors are considered acceptable for capacity planning purposes.
Results
From the simulators and the analytical solver, there is only one larger deviation: For the BRS system, the predicted response time differs in Scenario 1. While the SimQPN solvers have a slight deviation, the LQNS solver deviates significantly: Both predict a higher response time than SimuCom. The reason for the deviation is the constant inter-arrival time in this scenario: LQNS does not support constant interarrival times, so the PCM2LQN transformation maps it to an exponentially distributed arrival rate, leading to the strong deviation.
In summary, the prediction results of the analytical and simulation solvers show only a low deviation (< 10 percent) from the reference results in most cases. Thus, in our case studies the identified semantic gaps often do not have a significant impact on the overall performance. This is because in our case studies, the predictions typically are not dominated by a single model entity that introduces a semantic gap, but the predictions are based on many modeling entities whose performance impacts interfere with each other.
To answer our second question from the beginning of Section 4.1 concerning the efficiency of the various analysis tools, Table 8 shows some statistics about the execution times of the analysis tools. In general, SimQPN and LQNS deliver results much faster than SimuCom. SimQPN exhibited a two to nine times shorter execution time, whereas SimQPN-MV was even faster with up to 24 times shorter execution time in some cases. Furthermore, although being a simulation-based solver, SimQPN has been shown to scale well to models of significant size and complexity [35] . LQNS, being an analytical solver, is faster than the other solvers. It exhibited at least 10 times and up to 50 times shorter execution times.
Moreover, we analyzed the accuracy and efficiency of the various analysis tools in different load situations. For the Media Store, we investigated three load scenarios from low to medium to high load. The medium load scenario corresponds to the Media Store as analyzed in Table 7 with a highest resource utilization of U(DBServer_HDD) = 64.4%. The low load scenario corresponds to the Media Store with U(DBServer_HDD) = 36.8%, the high load scenario corresponds to the Media Store with U (DBServer_HDD) = 85.3%. In the three load scenarios, the accuracy of the analysis tools was comparable to the accuracy shown in Table 7 . However, the execution times of the analysis tools varied as shown in Table 9 . The execution times of the simulators increased with the predicted load while the analysis times of LQNS are stable in the three load scenarios. For instance, the execution times of the simulators in the high load scenario are more than two times the execution times in the low load scenario.
DISCUSSION
This section summarizes the trade-offs between the various performance transformations and analysis tools we uncovered in Sections 3 and 4. We provide practical guidance on deciding when to use which analysis tool. Users can select a suitable transformation and respective solver according to their required features from Table 1 , as well as their constraints concerning the prediction accuracy and overhead. For example, if response time distributions are needed as part of the prediction, then SimuCom provides the best support at the cost of higher prediction overhead. In situations where the prediction overhead is an important factor, SimQPN is the preferred solver as it executes significantly faster than SimuCom and provides a good balance between prediction accuracy and overhead. LQNS and SimQPN-MV are most efficient in terms of prediction overhead, however, they only provide mean value metrics. Fig. 19 depicts a decision tree that is based on the gaps between the presented prediction approaches as they are shown in Table 1 . In scenarios where the prediction overhead is important, this decision tree guides the selection of a specific transformation and respective solver. The less complex modeling features are used, the faster prediction approaches can be selected without losing prediction accuracy. There are prediction approaches that support some modeling features only partially, i.e., the approaches approximate the modeling features. If the approximation leads to acceptable prediction inaccuracies or not, differs from scenario to scenario. In Fig. 19 , we mark such decisions using italic font. For instance, the decision if the approximation of loop iteration numbers (as it is presented in Section 3) leads to significant inaccuracies cannot be taken without knowing (i) the loop iteration number distribution, (ii) the performance-relevance of the loop body, (iii) the actual performance metrics that need to be predicted, and (iv) the accuracy a given scenario requires. However, the explanation of the semantic gaps in Section 3 and their individual evaluation in Section 4 provide assistance to answer such questions.
The selected transformations considered in this paper as well as the respective model solution techniques serve as representative examples of the typical model types and solution techniques used for performance prediction in practical studies. The considered case studies were carefully chosen to cover different modeling features and to represent systems of different size and complexity. Thus, even though the results were presented in the context of the Palladio Component Model, the gained insights from the evaluation are easily generalizable to other systems, both in terms of the expressiveness and limitations of the various transformation approaches, as well as in terms of the accuracy and efficiency of the various solution techniques. The presented results and insights help software architects and performance engineers to select an appropriate model transformation and solution approach for a given context.
RELATED WORK
The main contribution of this paper is related to other quantitative comparisons between transformation approaches and analysis tools. The compared transformations themselves are related to a variety of approaches in software performance engineering.
Quantitative Comparisons
There are only a few works quantitatively comparing different model transformations and analysis tools. Balsamo et al. [9] transformed an annotated UML model of a naval communications system both into Aemilia, a notation based on stochastic process algebras, and a simulation model. Although they executed both solvers and discussed their different scalabilities, the authors did not provide the deviations between the numerical solutions and the simulations results nor did they compare the respective solver execution times.
Tribastone [10] compared the solutions of LQNS and the numerical solution of the Markov chain underlying an PEPA model for a distributed system. He found a prediction error below 15 percent in most of the analyzed cases and showed that the LQN solver was orders of magnitude faster in cases with low concurrency levels. In another paper, Tribastone et al. [11] demonstrated that the solution of the PEPA model of a three tier distributed system was up to four orders of magnitude faster based on ordinary differential equations than based on a continuous time Markov chain analysis. However these approaches did not involve model transformations as both variants were modeled by hand. Other papers involving multiple model transformations into different performance models [6] , [36] do not provide quantitative prediction results, but rather focus on the proofof-concept feasibility of the transformation approach itself.
SPE Approaches
Numerous authors have proposed model transformations from higher-level software models to performance models [2] . Such approaches enable developers to reuse existing design models and keep the mathematical intrinsics of the performance models hidden and may thus lower the barrier to conduct model-based performance analyses in practice.
One common approach is to employ UML with extensions to support performance analysis. Early approaches use proprietary UML extensions [2] , later the OMG standardized the UML SPT profile [37] and UML MARTE profile [38] . They have been applied for transformations into many different target languages ranging from layered queueing models to stochastic process algebra and stochastic Petri nets [4] , [7] , [8] , [39] , [40] , [41] . However, UML lacks concepts to specify parameterizable, reusable models, which make an application in a component-based development scenario difficult. Thus, these approaches should only be applied if the system under analysis does not follow the component-paradigm.
To specifically support the performance analysis of component-based systems and exploit features of componentbased software engineering (CBSE) such as reusability, division of work, and hierarchical composition, several research groups proposed special modeling languages [3] . However, Hissam et al. [42] specifically targets embedded systems, while the authors in [43] provide a restricted resource model. Bertolino and Mirandola [44] provides limited support for parameterized component performance models and restricts the class of analyzable systems because of hard assumptions in the analysis model. The approach presented in [32] lacks the capability to change the control flow within a component depending on the parameter input and has limited tool support. Other approaches remain at a conceptual stage and have not been supported by tools, which complicates applying them in practice [34] , [45] , [46] , [47] .
The potentially large number of model transformations in software performance engineering from multiple highlevel modeling notations into multiple low-level performance models have led to the creation of intermediate or kernel modeling languages [48] . However, Smith et al. [49] , [50] tailor their approach towards a data interchange format making it less applicable in a performance analysis scenario. The KLAPER approach [6] lacks the concept of parameter dependencies and transformations have been proposed but not yet implemented. The prototypical model transformation from the Core Scenario Model (CSM) to LQNs described in [5] was not yet available for third-party use.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a comparison of different transformations of performance-annotated software architecture models into stochastic performance models which apply both analytical and simulation-based solution strategies. It briefly introduces each transformation and reveals the semantic gaps between typical source model abstractions and the different analysis techniques. We present a detailed evaluation of the effects of the identified semantic gaps on the prediction accuracy as well as several case studies to provide end-to-end evaluations of the different model transformations. We discuss the results in detail and give recommendations to select the right transformation and analysis tool for different analysis contexts. Even though the results involve the proprietary PCM, the gained insights from the evaluation are generalizable to other models and systems, both in terms of the expressiveness and limitations of the various transformation approaches, as well as in terms of the accuracy and efficiency of the various solution techniques.
As such, the results presented in this paper help performance analysts to select the right transformation depending on the analysis context or the degree of maturity of the model of the system under study. Also the results presented in this paper help performance analysts to estimate the loss in accuracy implied by the use of analytic solvers.
One direction to extend the results presented in this paper is to derive an automatic selection method which decides on the transformation to use depending on the analysis context, i.e., automating taking the decision for a transformation according to the decision tree presented in this paper. The automated decision has to consider the level of details of the model of the system under study and available time until the performance prediction results are required.
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